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Italian refiningg industry:
y ggeneral context
•The Italian refining industry makes a substantial contribution to the Italian economy. It
employs almost 7000 people with approximately another 7600 people working on the
refinery sites as contractors.
•In 2012 these personnel were paid almost 900 million euro, generating 293 million euro
i
income
t
tax.
•In 2012 the refineries spent approximately €2.9 billion on intermediate goods and
services
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•The total contribution of the main fuels refining industry in terms of money provided into
th Italian
the
It li economy in
i 2012 is
i €3.3
€3 3 billion.
billi
• The Italian refining industry provides significantly more production of all main fuels
except
p jjet than Italyy consumes. As a result refined p
product securityy of supply
pp y for Italyy is
currently secure.
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THE ITALIAN REFINING INDUSTRY IN 2013
•A
A summary of Italian refining capacity at end 2013 is shown in the table below.
below
•Italy has a total potential distillation capacity of about 95 million tonnes per year (1.9
million bbl/d), however current operating fuels production capacity is around 86 million
tonnes (1.7
(
million bbl/d).
/ )
•The Italian refining industry includes a mix of refineries, ranging from very large and
complex export refineries on the islands of Sardinia and Sicily to some simple and small
refineries.
•However those that are less competitive by their technical configuration are mostly
l
located
t d near large
l
areas off consumption
ti and
d they
th derive
d i a competitive
titi advantage
d
t
f
from
their location.
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THE ITALIAN REFINING INDUSTRY IN May 2014

HYSTORICAL ITALIAN PROJECTED REFINING
ACTIVITY
A historical and projected supply demand balance for Italy for each of the major refined
products is summarized in the table below.
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ITALIAN REFINERY MARGIN FORECAST

The sustainability
Th
t i bilit off some off the
th existing
i ti Italian
It li refineries
fi i remains
i in
i doubt,
d bt with
ith long
l
term projected net margins already close to or below zero.
The average performance of the Italian refineries is expected to be cash positive going
forward, albeit with modest margins. There is a range of performance that means that
some of these refineries are very competitive, whereas some of the least
competitive would be expected to come under pressure to close.
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Future operating
p
g result for the IT refining
g industry
y

The capital expenditure and additional operating costs would eliminate the projected
refining margin in Italian refineries over 2014 to 2035.
Our estimate of the average for the Italian refining industry operating result over
this period when including legislative costs is only $0.13 per barrel.
IIn addition
dditi over 2014 tto 2020 the
th average operating
ti
result
lt would
ld be
b expected
t d to
t be
b
zero.
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COST IMPACT OF FUTURE LEGISLATION

The sustainability
Th
t i bilit off some off the
th existing
i ti Italian
It li refineries
fi i remains
i in
i doubt,
d bt with
ith long
l
term projected net margins already close to or below zero.
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COST IMPACT OF FUTURE LEGISLATION

•In
I the
th period
i d 2014 - 2035 the
th Italian
It li
refining
fi i
i d t may have
industry
h
t invest
to
i
t around
d €3
billion in new emission abatement equipment and new processing capacity to maintain
and enhance the existing refinery capability in order to stay competitive.
•In
In the same period, additional operational costs are projected to amount to almost €4
billion. This is partly attributed to the cost of operating new equipment, but over €1
billion of the additional costs are related to payments for additional EUAs (i.e. CO2
costs).
•The
Th additional
dditi
l €7 billion
billi
($9 billion)
billi ) off capital
it l (CAPEX) and
d operating
ti
(OPEX)
costs are very significant.
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IMPACT ON ITALIAN ECONOMY:
the shutdown
•The
The analysis of the refinery margin data combined with the expected additional
operating cost suggests that only five out of the current twelve operating refineries
in Italy would have a positive operating result in the long term. In terms of refining
capacity it would be expected that around 60% of current operating capacity would
close, with only 40%
% off current capacity continuing to operate.
•This would mean the loss of around 4200 skilled jobs in the refineries themselves with
a further loss of around 4500 jobs in contracting services.
•The remaining 40% of current operating capacity although retaining a positive
operating result would most likely only generate a low return on investment, and
so would also be at risk of closure. The impact on the Italian economy would be the
l
loss
off up to
t 14,700
14 700 jobs
j b in
i the
th industry
i d t with
ith reduction
d ti in
i taxes
t
and
d INPS contributions
t ib ti
paid by employees of up to 374 million euro.
•The
The analysis suggests that all of this contribution to the economy would be at risk.
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IMPACT ON ITALIAN ECONOMY:
the internal oil products demand will be not yet covered
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IMPACT ON ITALIAN ENERGY SECURITY OF
SUPPLY
•In the closure scenario,
scenario refined product of Jet
Jet, kerosene,
kerosene diesel/gasoil and
fuel oil would all be defined as high risk, with only gasoline in the low risk
following the category of the IEA “MOSES model”.
•Italy would need to import very large volumes of middle distillates from other
world regions, primarily the Middle East, and CIS with additional material
likely to be sourced from Asia and North America
America.
•Therefore Italy (and in fact much of Europe) would be reliant on refined
product supply from regions that have a history of political instability,
and would also be competing for refined product supply with the emerging
economies in India and Asia where demand is projected to increase.
•The legislation closure scenario represents a serious loss to the Italian
economy and results in the security of supply for refined products
moving from the current low risk situation to a future high risk situation.
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General impact on the environmental and climate
change
As consequences
q
of the closure scenario:
1. the refining activity, required to produce the Italian refined product
demand, would still take place elsewhere in the world, emitting similar
levels of CO2 and other industrial emissions as (or worst) if the refining
capacity had remained in Italy.
2. Italy would simply have exported the environmental and climate
change issues associated with its refined product demand to other
countries, while losing the benefits of having an indigenous industry.

CONCLUSION
Given the importance of a secure supply of refined products to a modern
economy and the significant impact disruption to supply would have on
economic output, quality of life and even national security, we believe
such a situation would be unacceptable to Italy and EU governments
and should most certainly be avoided.

Consequently we propone 6 proposals to your attention:
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Six concrete proposals

1/3

1. Industrial Emission Directive ((IED)) and Refineryy BREF:
• IED – REF BREF (1): the “bubble approach” should be
included as an allowed alternative to the emission limits
imposed on the individual processing units without exclusions
of processes or emissions and with no arbitrary correction factor.
Any conditions foreseen for the bubble – if imposed – should
not lead to the deterioration of its cost effectiveness
• IED – REF BREF (2): the BAT (best available techniques)
should be subject to the condition of economic applicability.
Thi condition
This
diti h
has b
been iincluded
l d d iin th
the BREF off allll other
th sectors,
t
but for unclear reasons it was removed from the Refinery BREF.
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Six concrete proposals
2.
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Fuel Quality
y Directive / Art 7a: the methodology
gy for
implementation of art. 7A should be based on the “EU
average default value” approach. One EU average default value
for gasoline and one for diesel (periodically updated by an
independent scientific body to reflect the actual variation in the EU
feedstock diet); This is the most accurate assessment which can
possibly be done of the carbon intensity of the EU fuels; it requires
the least complex administrative scheme, the burden of control for
MS is minimal, there are no or minimal negative impacts on
security of supply, trade discrimination and competitiveness of the
EU reefing
fi industry.
i d t

Six concrete proposals
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3.

REFINING FORUM: should be formalized as a structured process
e.g
g by
yap
publication in the Official Journal,, ((similar to the CARS21 / CARS
2020 process for the automotive industry). Its recommendations should be
followed up, and a monitoring system on the their implementation
should be set up.

4.

EU-wide GHG reduction target, for ETS in the refinery sector the
carbon leakage protection have to be extended after the 2020;

5.

REACH and ETS should be taken out from the OMNIBUS process
and analysed individually for conversion to the post-Lisbon system.

6.

To bring forward the timetable for “EU Fitness Check” to ensure the
process delivers clear and decisive actions to remove unnecessary
burdens of EU legislation on the refinery sector; Before Fitness Check
is completed, no decision on new pieces of legislation (FQD /7a,
REF BREF, …)

